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Jewish Radicals explores the intertwined histories of Jews and the American Left through a rich variety of primary documents. Written in English and Yiddish, these documents
reflect the entire spectrum of radical opinion, from anarchism to social democracy, Communism to socialist-Zionism. Rank-and-file activists, organizational leaders, intellectuals,
and commentators, from within the Jewish community and beyond, all have their say. Their stories crisscross the Atlantic, spanning from the United States to Europe and Britishruled Palestine. The documents illuminate in fascinating detail the efforts of large numbers of Jews to refashion themselves as they confronted major problems of the twentieth
century: poverty, anti-semitism, the meaning of American national identity, war, and totalitarianism. In this comprehensive sourcebook, the story of Jewish radicals over seven
decades is told for the first time in their own words.
Presents extended reviews of noteworthy books, short reviews, essays and articles on topics and trends in publishing, literature, culture and the arts. Includes lists of best sellers
(hardcover and paperback).
LIFE Magazine is the treasured photographic magazine that chronicled the 20th Century. It now lives on at LIFE.com, the largest, most amazing collection of professional
photography on the internet. Users can browse, search and view photos of today’s people and events. They have free access to share, print and post images for personal use.
Discusses the great Broadway hits, how they were conceived, written and performed.
Praiseworthy and complete scholarship make this the definitive work on the subject.
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology and their world. The core belief that Popular Science and our readers share: The future is
going to be better, and science and technology are the driving forces that will help make it better.
Prayer and Its AnswerThat's a GREAT Answer!Maupin House Publishing, Inc.The Academy and LiteratureThe American Phrenological Journal and Repository of Science,
Literature and General IntelligenceThe Teaching, Practice, and Literature of ShorthandAmerican Literary Gazette and Publishers' CircularBroadway and the BlacklistMcFarland
The themes, words, and concepts in children's literature speak to the whole Christian community. Virginia Thomas and Betty Miller have examined children's literature and
designed an extensive annotated list of children's stories, poems, folk tales, and fiction that express faith, belief, theology, and Christian principles. This unique
resource/reference handbook gives the church the opportunity to function as a united community of believers. Children and adults have the chance to study and learn together -grow as a whole community.Thomas and Miller offer a practical approach to children's literature that gives background and theory, an evaluation of techniques, "how-to"
guidelines, suggestions for use, lists of books, two annotated bibliographies, and indices: subject and themes, genre, and book awards. Explains: why children's literature is a
good resource for Christians where to find good stories how significant themes are adapted for different age levels how to evaluate stories how to use them Parents, teachers,
and ministers will delight with children in this new approach to sharing, learning, teaching, and worship. The bibliography of books for all ages is a treasure-house of information.
Features basic book information, summary, and themes values. This is an educational tool that provides a new avenue to understanding our faith.
This text offers 6th - 12th grade ELA educators guided instructional approaches for including queer-themed young adult (YA) literature in the English language arts classroom.
? During the era often commonly known as McCarthyism, many motion picture and television creators were blacklisted for supposed communist ties. There remained, however, a creative
outlet that still welcomed these artists—theatre. This book explores the role theatre played during this turbulent period, covering the formation of the Theatre Guild (which birthed the Group
Theatre), the short-lived Federal Theatre Project, and the investigations of the motion picture and television industries, and Broadway, by the House Un-American Activities Committee
(HUAC). Appendices discuss McCarthy’s role and present the memos of investigator Dolores Faconti Scotti, along with a list of prominent witnesses in HUAC’s Broadway hearings, and
reactions by artists’ unions in the decades following the blacklist.
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Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world. Whether it’s practical DIY home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital technology, information on the
newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -- PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
This book, the first on van Itallie's theater, examines how his experiments with dramatic structure have expanded the limits of theater. Experimenting with diverse dramatic forms van Itallie has done more to
expand the range of dramatic structure than any American playwright since O'Neill. This book also illuminates the Off-Off Broadway era.
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